Medical device alternatives to restless legs syndrome (RLS) Dopaminergic Drugs
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Summary

Restless Legs Syndrome (RLS) is a common neurological disorder, affecting 2.5–15% of the general Western population. For one–third to one–half of RLS suffers, daily function is impaired due to sleep loss. RLS patients dread the onset of each RLS attack because attacks are so uncomfortable. Drugs that cross the blood–brain barrier are currently the most widely accepted treatment for RLS. In the 1980s ergot and non–ergot derived dopaminergic drugs were proposed as treatments of RLS. During the five year period between 2005–2009 publications on Pub Med containing the words “restless legs” and “dopamine” reached a peak of 334 articles. However, like the appearance of articles describing tartive dyskinesia following widespread use of anti–psychotic drugs in 1970s, reports began surfacing of worrisome mid– and longer–term complication following dopaminergic drug treatment of RLS.

The most common dopaminergic drug side effect is referred to as “augmentation,” a mild–sounding word for a very troublesome phenomenon: worsening of RLS severity during the course of treatment. Worsening includes greater RLS severity than before the start of drug therapy, expansion of RLS dysphoria from the legs to the arms, and the experience of RLS symptoms earlier and earlier in the day. Concern about augmentation is now so high that an annual, half–day, postgraduate course devoted to mitigating augmentation began at the 2016 SLEEP meeting in Denver, CO.

Because initial dopaminergic drug treatment of RLS seemed so promising, medical device treatments of RLS have at times been dismissed out–of–hand. Because devices have no long–term, drug–like side effects, they need to be evaluated soberly. Diverse devices have been proposed for RLS treatment. Most postulate leg abnormalities as the etiology for RLS toward which their device is directed. Before describing RLS devices, themselves, we will provide a brief history of RLS drug therapy, a description of RLS epidemiology, and an evaluation of RLS disease modulators. A limited review of published RLS treatment devices will follow. A more detailed description of the Relaxis® (Sensory NeuroStimulation, Inc., San Clemente, CA, USA) counter–stimulation system is provided as it is the only Class II, prescription RLS device that has been cleared by the United States Food and Drug Administration (FDA) for treating RLS–related sleep disturbance.
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RLS History

Restless Legs Syndrome (RLS), also known as the Willis–Ekbom Disease (WED), was described in 1672 and 1685 by the English physician Thomas Willis.1–3 He observed bizarre movements during RLS attacks and concluded that RLS caused great discomfort. However, he did not appear to understand that during an RLS attack patients choose to move about in bizarre ways to diminish RLS discomfort. The movements associated with RLS are similar to stretching to resolve a leg cramp. The discomfort of a leg cramp is relieved by voluntarily stretching the cramped muscles. Like stretching, RLS movements are volitional movements made by the RLS sufferer to diminish RLS discomfort. To treat RLS Willis prescribed tincture of opium, a then well–known pain killer. He thus set the stage for treating RLS with drugs.

In 1945, over two centuries later, Karl Axel Ekbom coined the term “restless legs syndrome” and focused attention on why RLS patients move their legs during attacks.4 In his words, “As long as the [RLS] sensations prevail, the patients are forced to keep moving their legs, which generally gives them some relief.” Without using the term, Ekbom described patient–generated counter–stimulation. Patient leg movement is a counter–stimulus to the dysphoria of RLS, one that temporarily decreases RLS dysphoria. Like Willis, Ekbom prescribed drugs to treat RLS. Interestingly, he described an informal, placebo–controlled trial comparing improvement in patients who received placebo pills with those given vasodilators. In his trial, drugs performed significantly better than the placebos, more firmly establishing RLS as a disorder to be treated with drugs.

RLS epidemiology

To date, epidemiology studies of RLS have only succeeded in measuring the burden of the disease within and between various populations and characterizing general features of RLS. Unlike epidemiology studies that connected cigarette smoking to lung cancer or a mosquito–born virus infection to yellow fever, no fundamental RLS etiology has emerged from these studies.4–7 Despite much effort, the etiology of RLS remains unknown.
RLS prevalence has been estimated to be between 2.5–15% in the general population. Across many studies, RLS prevalence appears to be a function of age, gender and, perhaps, race.

RLS prevalence is age–dependent and can start early in childhood. Most reports indicate that RLS prevalence increases with age, with no prevalence increase after the age of 50. Prevalence is reported to be over two times higher in women than in men. It is unclear how much RLS prevalence differs by race. Yeh et al. surveyed 28 studies that used a uniform diagnostic criteria and found racial differences. However, in another study no racial difference was observed among RLS patients of different races living in the same city.

**RLS disease modulators**

**Sensory Stimuli**

Rozeman et al. studied the effect of external sensory stimulation during simulated RLS attacks. Though the study was small, they observed less RLS leg discomfort when an external sensory input (a counter–stimulus) was applied at the time of a simulated RLS attack.

**Genetics**

Substantial genetic heterogeneity is present within the RLS population. A family history of RLS in the range of 50% has been widely reported, with family history associated with earlier age of RLS onset and with increased RLS severity. Autosomal dominant genetics has been reported. Potential RLS genes are being pursued with 6 RLS gene candidates described.

**Diurnal, seasonal, and latitudinal effects**

Other RLS modulators include diurnal, seasonal, and latitudinal variations with higher prevalence at night, in the summer, and at more northerly latitudes.

**Primary versus secondary RLS**

**Primary RLS**

In the vast majority of patients suffering from RLS, no associated disorder or illness is present to explain the presence of RLS. In patients with primary RLS, the anatomic site of origin appears to be in the central nervous system above the level of the spinal cord and below the level of the cerebral cortex. It is speculated that the site of origin may be at the subcortical level, perhaps at the level of the thalamus or the cerebellum.

**Secondary RLS**

Because RLS is common, it has been observed in association with a wide variety of disorders and diseases. Some have interpreted these associations as causal links, but such causal interpretations need to be viewed with great caution. General population studies are less prone to bias and have shown a convincing association of RLS with a narrow list of factors: pregnancy, kidney disease, and iron metabolism. As the first step in treating secondary RLS, the underlying disease is addressed. Unlike renal disease and iron metabolism disorders, pregnancy is self resolving.

**Pregnancy**

Higher RLS prevalence has been reported in pregnant women than in nulliparous women or men in the general population. In the third trimester, one–third of pregnant women have RLS. RLS slowly decreases in prevalence starting four weeks prior to delivery and then rapidly decreases after delivery.

**Kidney disease**

The relationship between RLS and end stage renal disease was first proposed by Callaghan in 1966. RLS prevalence is higher in patients on chronic hemodialysis than in the general population. Patients on hemodialysis are at risks of longer or incomplete dialysis sessions because of RLS. Effective treatment of RLS during hemodialysis would benefit these patients.

**Iron deficiency or iron metabolism abnormalities**

The relationship between iron deficiency or iron metabolism abnormalities and RLS is not clear. Data indicates high RLS prevalence in patients with iron deficiency, chronic menorrhagia, and repeated blood donation. Low cytosolic iron concentrations have been observed in the brain stem tissues of RLS patients, and decreased transport of iron into the central nervous system through the blood brain barrier has been reported. The frequency of low serum ferritin may increase with age in RLS patients, which would parallel increased RLS prevalence with age.

On the other hand, iron or ferritin deficiency could not be shown to contribute to RLS in a cross–sectional study of serum iron, ferritin, transferrin, and soluble transferrin receptor levels. Free serum iron, transferrin, and ferritin concentrations were similar in subjects with and without RLS. In this study, only soluble transferrin receptor concentration was higher in patients with RLS. A relationship between known iron–related genes with RLS and known RLS–related genes with serum iron parameters could not be established. Furthermore, iron–related blood tests have not been able to predict the diagnosis of RLS. In patients with hereditary hemochromatosis is treated with Autosomal dominant genetics has been reported. Potential RLS genes are being pursued with 6 RLS gene candidates described.

**Other risk factors**

RLS has been reported to be linked with:

i. peripheral neuropathy, diabetes, and Parkinson’s disease;

ii. with higher rates of headache, social isolation, depression, reduced libido, hypertension, and heart problems;

iii. with obesity, hypertension, loud snoring, drinking alcohol, and smoking;

iv. with hypertension, arthritis, gastroesophageal reflux, depression, anxiety, diabetes, and sleep apnea;

v. with psychiatric disorders.

By contrast, in a large general population study, an association between hypertension, physical inactivity, obesity, diabetes, or smoking and RLS could not be established.

**Evaluating RLS treatments: placebo and treatment effect size measurements**

RLS treatments are best understood in light of prospective, randomized, double–blind, parallel clinical trials or meta–analyses of such trials. Therefore, understanding control (“placebo” for drug trials and “sham” for medical device trials) and treatment effect sizes is crucial to assessing RLS treatments.
Arbitrary paper and pencil tests units

The goal of any trial is to determine if active treatment is superior to control treatment. RLS trials have used the International Restless Legs Syndrome Study Group (IRLS) scale as a measure of RLS severity and have used subjective sleep scales such as the Medical Outcomes Study Sleep Problems Index II (MOS–II) scale as a measure of sleep disturbance associated with RLS. These types of instruments are patient–reported surveys that generate outcomes scores in arbitrary units, as opposed to natural physical units such as blood pressure, height, or weight. Arbitrary units are very difficult to interpret, clinically.

The IRLS scale measures RLS severity. It consists of ten questions, with each question having a potential score of 0 to 4. On a scale from 0 to 40, high IRLS scores indicate greater RLS severity; low scores, less severity. Improvement on the IRLS scale is a decrease in score.

The magnitude of placebo effect on the IRLS scale may be seen by examining the time course of a typical RLS drug trial. Figure 1 presents IRLS scores over the course of a typical dopamine agonist, 12–week trial comparing placebo and treatment group severity in IRLS units. Placebo effect represents approximately 75% of total effect, a finding seen in many RLS drug trials. Drug therapy provides only a small, additional 25% benefit over placebo treatment. The cost of this additional benefit is adverse RLS drug events (Figure 1).

Standard effect sizes

Because IRLS and subjective sleep quality scores are reported in arbitrary units, these results are more meaningfully examined as standardized effect sizes. Standardized effect sizes are computed by dividing a raw effect size in its arbitrary units (0 to 40 for the IRLS scale or 0 to 100 on the MOS–II scale) by a standard deviation in score. The standardized placebo effect size on the IRLS scale was very large (–1.48, 95% CI: –1.81 to –1.14). That is, the IRLS scale is very, very sensitive to placebo effect (Figure 1). For standardized subjective sleep quality measurements, placebo effect size was small (–0.27, 95% CI: –0.36 to –0.18). Subjective sleep scores are much less sensitive to placebo effect than IRLS scores. IRLS and subjective control measures will be used as benchmarks to help evaluate RLS medical device studies presented below.

If the control arm of a trial shows little or no sham effect, blinding will be judged to have been inadequate. Since trial outcome is the difference between treatment and control, when placebo effect is artificially small because of inadequate blinding, treatment superiority over control will be falsely magnified.

RLS etiologies and treatments

Proponents of any RLS treatment believe that their therapy targets the underlying cause of RLS or at least targets a strong contributing factor. Consequently, RLS etiology and treatment are intertwined and will be discussed together. Although not all agree—especially medical device developers who believe that RLS is causes by an abnormality of the legs—RLS is generally believed to be a brain disorder.

Imbalance of a Specific Neurotransmitter: RLS Drugs

The historical and current “gold standard” of RLS treatment is drugs. Most RLS drugs are postulated to address imbalances of specific brain neurotransmitters. Many families of neurotransmitters exist in the brain: amino acids, amines, amides, peptides, soluble gasses, endogenous opioids, and others. A recent meta–analysis of RLS drug treatments evaluated a wide range of these neurotransmitters. The medications examined included dopamine–related (pramipexole, ropinirole, levodopa with dopa decarboxylase inhibitor); opioid–related (methadone); amino acid–related (gabapentin enacarbil, cangergoline, gabapentin, pregabalin, carbamazepine); and amine–related (clonidine) drugs. The existence of such a wide range of drug families or drug classes to treat RLS suggests that no “silver bullet” pharmacological treatment has yet been found.

Limited RLS drug effectiveness

When examined by standardized effect size or when examined graphically (Figure 1), RLS drug treatments are, at best, modestly effective. Ondo et al have concluded that a difference between placebo and drug in the change of IRLS score from baseline to study completion of −5 points is “…clinically meaningful.” Trenkwalder et al have proposed a −6 point difference as a success cut–off. In a large systematic review by Scholz et al examining 7,365 patients and 30 trials, dopamine agonists were superior to placebo treatment by −5.74 IRLS units, which would characterize these drug treatments as “clinically meaningful” by the criteria above. However, a difference of −5.74 IRLS units translates into a standardized effect size of only −0.131 (Hedges’s g statistic), placing this difference in the “small” effect size range.

In the same meta–analysis, standardized effect size for subjective sleep quality inventories showed superiority of drugs over placebo of −0.400 (Hedges’s g statistic), placing drug superiority for treating RLS–related sleep problems in the “medium” effect size range. As we will see below, a medium sized sleep improvement by RLS drugs is
not substantially different than sleep improvement reported by one of the medical device treatments described below, the Relaxis system.51

Worrisome RLS drug side effects

In addition to being limited in effectiveness, RLS drugs have serious side effects including excessive drowsiness, impaired blood pressure regulation, rebound (worsening of RLS symptoms in the morning), augmentation (greater RLS severity than prior to drug therapy, earlier onset of RLS symptoms in the evening, and spreading of RLS symptoms to the arms), compulsive activities such as compulsive gambling and compulsive sexual behavior, and more.52–54 Medical devices for the treatment of RLS warrant consideration as they have no such side effects.

With this brief review of the RLS drug therapy—the gold standard of RLS treatment—as a background, we will examine published medical device RLS therapies. As discussed earlier, when available we will use sham effects size measurements as estimates of the quality of clinical trial blinding in the studies below. Small sham effect size suggests poor blinding; larger sham effect size suggests adequate blinding. Poor blinding will favor falsely reporting superiority of treatment over control.

Inadequate perfusion (systemic, legs, and feet)

Inadequate tissue perfusion in the legs has been postulated as a cause of RLS. Near-infrared light heating of the legs increases tissue perfusion in the legs. Greater improvement in IRLS scores for patients assigned to light treatment over sham treatment has been reported.65

In this study sham effect size was very large, –1.646 (Hedges’s g statistic), suggesting that patient blinding was successful.56,96,97

Enhanced external counterpulsation therapy (EECP) was developed to diminish ischemia symptoms in individuals with angina or heart failure and is similar, conceptually, to an intra-aortic balloon pump.58,99 EECP as an RLS treatment showed mixed results; initial reports of superior long-term improvement could not be repeated.100,101

Studying the effects of whole body vibration (WBV), the authors reported that RLS patients had higher resting skin blood flow than controls.102 In a follow-up, cross-over design study they treating RLS patients with WBV,103 Subjects assumed a “semi-squatting” stance on a whole-body vibrating platform with knees flexed to 40 degrees. Treatment consisted of ten, 30-second bouts of vibration three times per week for two weeks. Sham patients stood on the platform in the same “semi-squatting” position but vibration was not activated. Decreased RLS severity on the IRLS scale was observed. However, from examination of sham effect size (~0.0853, Hedges’s g statistic) it appears that blinding was incomplete. Crossover designs in RLS trials are prone to poor blinding as patients in both arms of such trials readily distinguish sham from treatment, making trial results questionable.58,66 The authors were aware of this study weakness stating, “…subjects were able to feel the difference” between sham and treatment.

Faulty leg veins

Sclerotherapy was used to occlude incompetent leg veins in RLS patients under the assumption that faulty veins caused or contributed to RLS symptoms. Follow-up showed RLS improvement with recurrence rates of 8% and 28% at 1 and 2 years, respectively, leading the author to conclude that RLS responds to sclerotherapy.104 This study had no control subjects and was not blinded which raises concerns about its findings.

Venous and/or lymphatic stasis in the legs has been postulated to contribute to or cause RLS. In a sham-controlled trial, RLS severity decreased significantly more in the group treated with pneumatic compression stockings than in the control group.105,106 Sham effect size was 1.066 (Hedges’s g statistic) which is large suggesting that blinding was effective in this trial.96 Again, the authors were aware of blinding limitations.

Defective leg nerves

Acupuncture is thought to at least partially exert its effects through an influence on nerves. A systematic review of the effect of acupuncture on RLS symptoms concluded that insufficient evidence exists to determine whether acupuncture is an effective RLS treatment or not.107

In an open-label trial comprised of 22 women and 8 men with moderate to severe primary RLS bilateral wraps were placed around the feet to apply pressure to the abductor hallucis and flexor hallucis brevis muscles. Pressure was applied to generateafferent nerve impulses from the feet.108 The study had no control population. IRLS scores improved, but without sham control, distinguishing between therapeutic effect and placebo effect is impossible.

Dysphoric brain sensations projected to the legs during RLS attacks

While a minority of RLS patients may have vascular or nerve abnormalities in their legs, since RLS is so widespread and seen in young and older people, the legs of the vast majority of RLS sufferers are most likely with the range of normal. Furthermore, since drugs currently used for RLS treatment come from very diverse drug families or drug classes and have limited benefits, one specific RLS neurotransmitter abnormality seems difficult to accept, as well. We propose an alternative etiology.

Leg sensations in the brain

Sensory Input during Wakefulness

The brain “knows” about the detailed state of the legs from diverse sensory inputs originating in the legs (Figure 2). Specialized biological transducers in the legs convert changing pressure, pain, heat, cold, vibration detected at different frequencies by Pacinian corpuscles, Meissner’s corpuscles, and Merkel’s discs, fine and crude touch, static pressure, and proprioceptive into nerve impulses that transmit complex sensory information from the legs to the brain.

Figure 2 Illustration showing a leg with its major sensory transducers. The skin is shown in peach, periosteum and interosseous membrane in black, and the gastrocnemius muscle in red.109

Three distinct somatic sensory neuronal pathways transmit leg sensations through the spinal cord to the thalamus, which, in turn, transmits these signals to the sensory cortex where they are mapped to specific brain locations.109
Sensory input during sleep—the thalamocortical loop

When one is asleep, perception of the external world diminishes greatly. We postulate that an abnormality in the neuronal circuit that runs between the thalamus (which receives all sensory input from the legs) and the sensory cortex (which brings these sensations into consciousness) is central to the etiology of RLS. The circuit is referred to as the “thalamocortical loop.” During sleep, and to a lesser extent during times of sleepiness or drowsiness, the thalamocortical neurons enter an oscillatory state, become synchronized with nerve activity the cortex, and disconnect the cortex from the outside world. The brain is partially “unplugged” from sensations originating outside the brain. Loud sensations will awake a sleeper. Softer sensations are not perceived. If an elephant could tip toe softly through a sleeper’s bedroom, the sleeper might not perceive the elephant’s presence.

When so disconnected, the sensory cortex receives sensory input not from the legs, themselves, but from the thalamus. Because a very diverse range sensations comes from the legs to the thalamus (Figure 2), should information in the thalamocortical loop become activated and scrambled—as in an RLS attack—the scrambled signal—like the dysphoria of RLS—would be very difficult to describe.

We postulate that RLS dysphoria starts somewhere in the “thalamocortical loop” and is “mapped” or “projected” from the brain to the legs. That is, although RLS dysphoria occurs entirely within the brain, it is perceived by the sleeper or sleepy person to originate in the legs. Since no bizarre leg stimuli are present during an RLS attack, the attacks are, in effect, nightmare–like, tactile hallucination–like, or sensory seizure–like experiences. This process may be similar to the phantom limb syndrome experienced by some amputees. Those amputees experience distorted images of the amputated leg as if the leg were still attached to the body. Phantom limb sensations arise in the brain but are mapped to the absent limb’s prior cortical representation within the brain and are perceived to come from the external world. Consistent with this view, some amputees have reported RLS in their absent limb.

Preemptive versus contemporaneous treatment

None of the RLS drug treatments or the RLS medical device treatments reviewed above is administered at the time of an RLS attack. All are all administered on fixed–schedules, unrelated to the timing of RLS attacks. In contrast, Relaxis therapy, described below, is based on the principle of counter–stimulation and is only administered at the time of an RLS attack.

Counter–stimulation theory

The principle of counter–stimulation is known from everyday life. Anyone who has wielded a hammer and hit his or her thumb has subconsciously applied its principles. Upon impact, the struck hand is withdrawn and shaken. Instead of experiencing pure pain, shaking produces a host of non–pain sensations (counter–stimuli) that enter the brain from the injured hand and diminish the perceived intensity of pain. Like hand–shaking, vibration can serve as a counter–stimulus to relieve the discomfort, for example, rubbing the legs. The rapidity with which most RLS attack can be broken by standing and walking about suggests that breaking an RLS attack may be similar to the evaporation of a dream or nightmare upon awakening. One minute a dreamer might be chased by a tiger, but upon awakening, the tiger ceases to exist. Just as awakening erases a dream by presenting real–world stimuli to the dreamer, standing and walking presents real sensory inputs from the legs and terminates most RLS attacks. The flood of real sensory inputs caused by standing and walking quickly dispels the nightmare–like somatic sensations of RLS. Standing and walking, however, are incompatible with sleep. Relaxis was developed to present a device–generated counter–stimulus to RLS dysphoria, allowing a patient to break an RLS attack without having to become fully awake, get out of bed, and pace about the house.

The Relaxis system

The Relaxis system consists of a controller and a pad that provide vibration as a counter–stimulus to RLS dysphoria at the time of an attack. When activated, the Relaxis pad vibrates at an intensity chosen by the patient. After 30 minutes of counter–stimulation the vibration ramps down slowly and then gently stops so a sleeping patient is not awakened by a sudden change in vibration intensity. A photograph of a Relaxis pad and its controller is shown in Figure 3.

Comparisons to shams

Two parallel, sham–controlled, randomized, prospective, multicenter clinical trials have evaluated the effect of vibratory counter–stimulation treatment on RLS–related sleep disturbance. In these trials, patients used the Relaxis system for 30 minutes at bedtime. If, as we have postulated, RLS attacks originate in the brain and are projected or mapped to the legs, how does vibration from the legs break an RLS attack? A counter–stimulus does not have reach the brain from the same neuronal pathway as the source of pain or dysphoria to be effective. The counter–stimulus just has to reach the brain. Effective counter–stimulation can reach the brain from neuronal pathways separate from the pathway of pain. For example, light and sound sensations—which enter the brain through cranial nerves—have both been demonstrated to diminish experimentally generated extremity pain which enters the brain through the spinal chord and thalamus. We postulate that RLS dysphoria originates in the brain, is perceived by the brain to originate in the legs, and can be disrupted by real sensory input from the legs.

The concept of counter–stimulation is well–known to the RLS community. An early diagnostic criterion for RLS states, “Motor restlessness—patients move to relieve the discomfort, for example walking, or to provide a counter–stimulus to relieve the discomfort, for example, rubbing the legs.” The Relaxis system provides a non–invasive counter–stimulus that has been shown to diminish experimentally generated RLS dysphoria. Relaxis operates a neuronal system separate from the neuronal system that conveys pain sensations to the brain. Relaxis employs a counter–stimulus to diminish RLS dysphoria but does not require the patient to break his or her sleep to do so. Relaxis has been shown to be effective as well as safe, and is currently undergoing clinical trials for approval as a medical device.
two trials of 158 patients with moderately severe, primary RLS, sleep quality was measured with the MOS–II inventory. Sham pads were physically indistinguishable from vibrating pads. During an RLS attack patients assigned vibrating pads could focus attention on vibration whose intensity each patient controlled. Patients assigned to sham sound or sham light pads could focus attention on light or sound, tuned to an intensity that they felt was comforting. Improvement in the MOS–II sleep inventory from baseline was significantly greater in patients receiving a Relaxis pad than those receiving a sham pad (Figure 4). Furthermore, placebo effect size and other measurements made in the two Relaxis clinical trials indicated good trial blinding.\(^{16}\)

**Comparison to FDA–approved RLS drugs**

A meta–analysis comparing the safety and efficacy of Relaxis with US Food and Drug Administration (FDA)–approved RLS drugs—the current RLS treatment gold standard—was conducted (Figure 5).\(^ {31}\) No significant difference was observed in sleep improvement scores between patients treated with vibratory stimulation (\(-0.386\)) and those receiving an approved RLS drug (\(-0.436, P>0.70\)). In this meta–analysis sham pads and placebo pills performed comparably.\(^ {36}\)

**Stand alone or RLS drug therapy adjuvant**

In the two vibration trials,\(^ {133}\) study patients were either on a stable FDA–approved drug dosage (58 patients) or not taking any RLS drugs (100 patients). No significant difference in sleep improvement was observed between the no–drug and stable–drug groups (Figure 6). It appears that Relaxis can be used as an adjuvant for patients on RLS medication or as a stand–alone RLS treatment.

**Adverse events in the vibration trials**\(^ {133}\)

In the two Relaxis trials, nine patients assigned a Relaxis pad and one patient assigned a sham pad reported that during RLS attacks, use of the assigned pad made RLS dysphoria worse. This is best understood knowing that some sensory inputs are disturbing to some people and not to others. For example, the scraping sound of fingernails on a blackboard gives some people the “willies” while others pay little attention to the sound. Similarly, approximately 10% of RLS patients dislike the sensation of vibration. For these patients, use of a vibrating pad during an RLS attack exacerbated the attack because they experience two sensations they hate—RLS dysphoria and vibration. Simply stopping Relaxis use resolved RLS symptom worsening in all 9 patients.

Other reported adverse events—also mild to moderate in severity— included leg cramping, tingling, soreness, pain, and motion sickness. After discontinuing device use, all adverse events resolved without intervention. No long–term side effects were observed.
A possible alternative to RLS drugs for selected RLS patients

Relaxsl has been shown to provide greater sleep improvement than sham pads (Figure 4) and is comparable in sleep improvement to many RLS drugs (Figure 5). Reported side effects were few, mild to moderate in severity, and all resolved upon discontinuing device use. Consequently, selected RLS patients who may benefit from Relaxsl are:

i. Newly diagnosed patients who do not want to start RLS drugs

ii. Patients on RLS drugs who want to decrease their dosage or stop their RLS drug or drugs altogether

iii. Patients on RLS drugs with intolerable drug side effects

iv. Patients on RLS drugs who need additional help with sleep and do not want to increase their drug dosage or add another RLS drug

Conclusion

RLS is a common sleep disorder whose current treatment gold standard is drugs. When viewed graphically or as standardized effect sizes, RLS drug benefits are limited while drug side effects may be substantial. Many medical device treatments for RLS have been proposed: leg heating to increase perfusion, whole body vibration to increase blood flow, enhanced external counterpulsation to increase cardiac output, venous sclerotherapy to treat incompetent veins, pneumatic compression stockings to diminish venous and/or lymphatic stasis, and acupuncture and foot compression to modify nerve impulses in the legs. Although some of these treatments have shown potential, none have been cleared by the FDA as a Class II medical device.

The Relaxsl system is an FDA–cleared prescription device. It consists of a vibrating pad and its digital controller. Two clinical trials have demonstrated that the Relaxsl system provides significant sleep improvement with the degree of sleep improvement comparable to improvement seen in RLS drug trials. Selected RLS patients may benefit from the Relaxsl system.
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